BUBBLE BATHS

BATH MENU

CHILDREN’S

Rubber Ducks, Bubbles

ROMANCE

Bubbles, Flower Petals, Candles

SALT BATHS

Natural Sea Salts with Essential Oils, Flower Petals, Candles

LAVENDER

Calming, Refreshing

ROSEMARY & MINT

Fresh, Invigorating, Revitalizing

LEMONGRASS & SAGE

Clean, Spicy, Invigorating

TEA TREE & LEMON

Cooling, Clean, Lively

JASMINE & CLEMENTINE

Exquisite, Romantic, Embracing

YLANG YLANG & GINGER
Rich, Warm, Spicy

MILK BATHS

Rich in Essential Amino Acids, Flower Petals, Candles

NECTAR

Buttery, Smooth, Instantly Calming

COCONUT CREAM

Nourishing, Relaxing, Cleansing
Champagne and other libations are available upon request
at an additional charge. To make requests, please contact
your butler at extension 1900.

THERAPEUTIC

PILLOW MENU

The center cavity of this pillow cradles the head while sleeping
on your back. The raised “side-sleeping” section rests head
and neck naturally to allow proper spine alignment when
sleeping on the right or left side.

SOUND ASLEEP MEMORY

This firm memory pillow is designed to reduce snoring.

NECK & NECK PLUS MEMORY

BUCKWHEAT HULL

This versatile pillow offers you the choice of four different
sleeping options for your personal comfort, two variations
of foam and surfaces.

ULTRA FOAM DELUXE

Resilient foam base pillow provides full and firm support
for a soothing customized fit.

One of the finest for neck pain relief & muscle tension relief.
This pillow offers full support while the buckwheat hulls
ventilate the head keeping you cool & comfortable.

Unbelievably soft and comfortable. Temperature sensitive
memory foam molds to the contours of your neck and head
providing full support and ultimate comfort.

TRI-CORE

Filled with Dupont Dacron Hollofill. Enjoy the comfort of a top
of the line bed pillow with proper neck support.

AIR-CORE

Get all the benefits of the Tri-Core pillow with the
convenient air pump adjustability.

MEMORY PLUS
DOUBLE CORE

Choose your support. Firm or extra firm.

MEDIFLOW WATER

Adapts instantly to your different neck positions.
To make requests, please contact your
butler at extension 1900.

